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This is another simple sentence. It has an object: boy. (In the last lesson none of the sentences had 
objects.) Boy is a noun and so we can use adjectives and adjective phrase to tell us more about it.  
 

Subject  Verb  Adjective  Object  Adjective Phrases  

 
 
 

I  

 
 
 

SAW 
 
 
 

 
a  
a happy  
a happy young  
a happy young Indian 
 

 

 
 
 

BOY  

 
in a coat. 
on a bicycle. 
playing football.  
swimming in a river.  
standing by the road side  
 

 

 
 

A. Add adjectives before, and adjective phrases after, the objects in these sentences:  
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. We heard some  MUSIC....  
We heard some excellent Indian classical music 
at the concert. 

2. They saw a  MAN…. 
They saw a tall, overweight man in a black suit 
driving a black car. 

3. Robert bought a  PEN…. 
Robert bought a fountain pen with a golden 
cap. 

4. The teacher gave a  LESSON….. 
The teacher gave a remarkable lesson about 
Mahatma Gandhi. 

5. He gave the man a  BLOW….  
He gave the man a painful blow hitting him on 
his face. 

6. They sang a  SONG…. They sang a patriotic song in Odia. 

7. She baked a  CAKE …. She baked an eggless with chocolate flavor.  

8. His father bought a  HOUSE….   His father bought a large house in their village. 

9. She borrowed a  BOOK.... 
She borrowed an old book on gardening from 
the school library.  

10. The man was driving a  CAR….  
The man was driving a red car packed with 
school children.  

      Subject   Verb                     object  
     
          I                              saw.                      a boy  



Indirect object  
Sometimes sentences have two objects: The woman gave the man a letter. Here man and letter are 

both objects. The real meaning of the sentence is: The woman gave a letter to the man.  
When we change the sentence like this, we can see that letter is the real object because that was 

what the woman gave. We say that man is the indirect object. 
  The important thing is that both objects are nouns, and we can therefore place adjectives before 
them, adjective phrases after them.  

Subject Verb Adjectives 
Object 

Indirect 
phrases 

Adjective Adjectives Object Adjective 
Phrases 

 
 
 
The 
WOMAN  

 
 
 
 
GAVE  

 
the old  
 
the young  
 
the smiling  

 
 
 
 
MAN  

 
on the  
bicycle 
in the  
blue suit  
waiting in  
the office  

 
a secret  
 
a long  
 
an 
important  

 
 
 
 
LETTER  

 
from his 
brother.  
 
in an 
envelope. 
written in 
green ink.  

 
B. Add adjective before, and adjective phrases after, the objects and indirect objects in these 

sentences:  
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1. She gave her FRIEND a PRESENT.  
She gave her childhood friend in blue dress a 
big present wrapped in crepe paper. 

2. They sent the HEADMASTER a PICTURE.  
They sent their old headmaster of their old 
school an old group picture of their farewell 
ceremony. 

3. My father lent his BROTHER a CAMERA.  
My father lent his youngest brother in the 
black suit a digital camera with its bag. 

4. The teacher showed the BOYS a MAP.  
The teacher showed the curious boys in his 
class a secret map of the nearby mountains. 

5. My uncle told the GIRLS a STORY.  
My uncle told the neighborhood girls in my 
room a horror story written that he wrote long 
ago. 

6. His friends gave the MAN a WATCH.  
His friends gave the tall man in the park a 
golden watch in a leather pouch. 

7. Will you show these CHILDREN your 
PAINTING?  

Will you show these little children from my 
school your lovely painting on the canvas? 

8. She handed the BEGGAR some FOOD  
She handed the starving beggar in tattered 
clothes some hot food straight from the 
kitchen. 

9. He struck the BOY a BLOW.  
He struck the innocent boy in the class a 
painful blow from behind. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Punctuation  
 Actual words spoken are put inside marls like these ‘     ’. These are sometimes called speech marks, 
or quotation marks. They may be single ‘    ’, or double “     ”.  
 Read the beginning of the passage again as far as ‘…. Enemies in Blefuscu.’ Note carefully where 
there are speech mar are placed. They are usually to the left of the speech marks. Notice the other 
commas, too.  
 Now punctuate the following:  
 
 one morning Reldresal a high official came to my house he ordered his carriage to wait at a distance 
and asked me if he might stay an hour with me I agreed to this gladly.  
 I will lie down I said so that you can speak in my ear 
 no he answered I prefer you to hold me in your hand during our conversation.  

 
 

 
 
 


